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Chapter l.
introduction
From personal study of the speech used hy people in nany
3actions of the United states, it hae been found that the
average person speaks rapidly in hie conversation. This
shoes the rate of speed with which his thoughts are flowing*
Today, time has beoosse so valuable that nearly everything
is sacrificed to it, and in the category of sacrifice, nnst
ro the beaaty of oar spoken language, aniens educational
means are taken to have aaglish spoken correctly.
In May countries, there exists what is com only known
as sectional speech, wherein different sections of the nation,
although using; the sans lanpnage, add, subtract, or substitute
something shea the words are articulated; theroby toming *
dialect, This is true in the united States* Bare there are
the new &glanders with their nasal twang and the addition of
"r" to words which end in a vowel sound, as when "idea** becomes
"idear", and "law* beoosses "lawr". Here there are the residents
of the central states aho say •ahold" for "third", or "foist*
for "first", substl tutin;: "oi" for "r"i and here there are the
southerners sho lengthen the vowels, which causes the speech
to sound drawled, in this aasmer, an analysis night be nade
of each section of the united states.
It aust be realised that the united States has such to
contend «lth as re^rds its national tongue, n lish, since
its population is a oenglenaration of many nationalities.
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and as each nationality attempts to learn the Isngaags aany of tha
1.
racial qualities are broutfct into the i^Ush. Barrow and Cordts
say In reference to this* "the ability to understand a language
alsays preceded the ability to sneak it. m learn oar mother
teniae by indtatlon, and b the ties a child is six years old* he
has already acquired fixed habits of speech. Therefore, the
Ajserloan child speaks iaglish with an marioan accent, and the
foreleg child with a foreign accent, *hen finally oar little
foreigners begin to understand shat is said in *i ish , and to
sake hisaelf understood in the langaage, he aay still be using
foreign habits of artloalation. The foreigner often learns to
express hiBsself in fagllsh long before he loses his foreign
accent. Adults are likely to carry reraaants of their native
speech habits throng life." The speech teacher seat know
what sounds there are in a foreign Janpage that do not occur
in ugllsh, ani what is sore important—what sounds are lacking
in his foreign tongue, mess oust he acquired as new sounds;
for exaK$>le, «th" as in "these* and "think?* is lacking in nearly
all foreign languages. The foreigner smot therefore leam to
sake the necessary ad$sst»ents of the speech organs to produce
and articulate the sound of *th«. in the event that he fails
to adjust himself to this new sound, he vill substitute a sound
front his own language, which approaches in sound the dsgllsh "th%
but which is actually not the sase. tost f©reisers will sub-
stitute from their satire language a sound sinllar to the Aglish
1. "The Teacher's Book of Phonetics" Sinn and Co. 1926 ?g. 116.
sounds nt" oar "d" for the desired "th".
Kany people ni^ht suppose that stuttering, lisping, or
infantile speech ere the wet iimion speech defeots in Bn^llsh,
hut this Is untrue, for the substitution of "d« and "t" for "th",
and "fr* and "tr* for <*thr" far surpasses any of the aforemen-
tioned defeats in the number of eases* Shis prohleot has grown
so great that the writer has reeontly been called In to oope
with it in one of the finest business schools in the Bast. The
headmaster of this school say*: «*we receive our students frost
high schools which here rigid reoalrejaents In the gramsar of
sjigliBh, hut evidently do not feel the Importance of spoken
^jdish. If only the schools could ho awakened to the foot
that the individual uses far more oral Sigllsh than he does
written* wo wouH not he confronted vi th this problem after
the student hoc received his diplesia from hif£ school. ;e
are at a loss when we sect hlf* school grodaatee who soy
•dose*
and *doee» for » these* and •those*, for we hare no specific
aethod of eoping with the problem, f* have reached the point
where wo do not dare to send people Into the hasinoss world
as oar graduates, speaking In this obnoxious manner,
for it
is a had reflection on this institution. Wo cannot
afford to
hare the public think that wo are capable of giving <*»
grad-
uates only the rudinants of business without the
essentials
of presentation. Since the schools hare failed
to clear this
matter up In the early education of the student,
wo mast do
our utmost at this late date."
Another method in -sfclob the "th" defect Is developed la
through the vernacular ef the gangsters. A ohild Bay attend a
talking picture which clarifies the hadm from gangster land,
aad upon leaving the theater, he starts to resaeot the picture.
He tries his host to become the gangster, and his attempts call
for the uee of the speeoh as he has heard it in the picture.
«fesn the child has succeeded in imitating the gangster to per-
fection through speeoh, he is not completely satisfied! so he
exhibits his aeoompliahttonts to his playmates, *ho also start
to learn the strange and alluring vernacular sad dialect,
soon* the entire neighborhood has picked up this new node of
speech. If the schools could nip this cause of the "th" defect
in the bud, imoh of the problem would he eliminated.
Fortunately,
the aanafaoturers of pictures hare started to portray him
as »
despicable character. This nay help, but it would be even
better
if children souId b© barred from such pictures,
{he discussion up to this point would tend to show that
this
defect in speech is strictly a functional disorder
rather than an
organic one, art rlf*tly so, A hasty view of the
possibilities
f0r an orgaale disorder to act as the cause of
the -th- defect
would show that perhaps a tongae-tie might not
allow the tongue
to reach the teeth, so that the pare *th"
sound mieht bs pro-
duced. However, it has been found by the writer
that there were
only two pupils with tongue-tie in thirty-two
hundred speeoh
defectives, with whom remedial work was done,
and both of these
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pupils could procbaoe the sourd of "tb" correctly, in the olaft
palate oases, there jstdtet be reasonable cause for the pupil to
he unable to produce * good "th", sines the air weald have a
tendency to pour through the nares whan It was snwronad upward
for speech, rather than through the mouth as Is required ha
the caking of *th«*. Bat hero again, the eases are in a very
ssmll minority, beeaase only four wars found in the thirty-two
hundred, .hare harelip occurs, (it is often aeaon^anled by
eleft palate) there is also a eligtt possibility of an Inter-
feronsa with the production of "th*, as when the lip Is pulled
Tory high or law (depending upon whioh lip is affected, at nee
double harelips are rare) there is a tendency for the air to
secerns somewhat choppy rather than to flow smoothly, sines
organic defects play such a trifling part in the determination
of the causes of substitutions of other sounds for *th«, it is
quite evident that we must resort to our previous sources, in
order to eliminate this defect from tin Bifiish langnags,
Share is no standard method by which speech defects may
he treated. Moh person who has dealt with them from a remedial
point of view either has established his own method, or
has
taken that of someone dec* fl» medical profession does not
sees to be particularly interested in the problem
of speech
defects, sines even the psychiatrists make only a slight
effort
to counteract the defects when they happen to
lead to emotional
disorders, The classroom teacher does not have
the time to
investigate a method of procedure to corroot the defective "th"
sound, nor is she properly trained to renedy the defeat. Her
efforts to oerreot the substitution of on* sound for another
usually consist of having the child sorely repeat, or try to
repeat, the correct sound In the ward* However, the classroom
teacher is not to he ©ensured, for she Snows of no better
method, *ven those who are la the speech field hare never
atteapted to sot up a standardised swthod of prooaiurc It is
true that in east speech defeat oases one cannot attenpt to use
I ||isiii|i(|ffil Stfthdi of Mt*)aa**)g*j, HH li Ntl P rticui^r
defeat, the "th* sound, the teacher of speech could have eat
up a aystea of correction which would have become a standardised
in Mb«.
then a teacher says a "th* word correctly for the benefit
of a pupil who ha* said it wrongly, and the pupil la aslcod
to
repeat the word correctly listedlately after the teacher
has
said it, the pupil my say the »th« ward correctly, but upon
usins the word again, ho will resort to his habitual
netted
of sayiwr it. Dee* this eean that there is little
hope for
a persanent correction of the defect? She
answer is enphat-
ioally Wb> but *erely that
the wrsag prsseduro has been used.
The child has hewn given the etiwlus to reproduce
the sound
correctly for the MM*** hat has not been given the
funda-
sastal tool with which to use it oorrsstly
in the future.
People do not understand the proper method
of articulating
the sound of «th«, and those whs habitually
articulate it wrongly
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sast gain an insi ght as to bow the eoond is amde before they
viU attetrpt to use it correctly.
nrem speech therapists, »*o deal with speech, only, hire
marked on this problem without « soientifie basis, for they
here ftToa fcte iMU list of -wis tt&sfe segtt -*t,h "th",
and hare asked that the child loam to repeat the* correctly.
Hew ispcssible this procedure is, can readily he recognised
when one realises that the child oan repeat the list ever
and over without saying the words correctly. It is had
enough to hare the child saying the words wrongly in the
course of his speech, hat to giro his an opening whereby
ho say so sot the defect that the remedial procedure ooemoo
such sore difficult, is mat unedueational. a recent pub-
lication in one of the bettor Junior high schools of a Rood
educational system published the following* "10 BCHOOBCE
—. 8ay this - 111 Sheopholao 3hieter, the successful
thistle sifter, thrust throe thousand thistles through the
thick of his turn*. *wmi smmkh Tisra daily." inoro
oaa bo no doubt that th© teaohers of that school realized
that there woo a strong problem of the Improper use of "tb%
but this method of coping with it could only make the sound
kmmmjM MM iTilWlMnlTj IMJ in Mi M* ! Ms* MMMtMJ
something of this nature upon school children who hare no
idea of its purpose, or how to produce the rlpht sound
cannot
help to eliminate the defect.
She nature of this problem la tooth national ant educa-
tional, since It mat no solved In order to preserve our
mother tongue, and this ean he done only threw h the schools.
Of course. It vtouM he advisable to reconasad that each school
system employ at least ens epeeeh therapist, hat si nee this
is an »lxost impossible pleas of advice, another solution mot
he presented* This eolation presents itself in the normal
schools and teachers* training colleges that hare done
practically nothing in the way of eealpplag their students
«ith courses la speech correction, k single aeneetar course in
speech correction* presented la a very elementary Banner, would
greatly facilitate the problem of spessh defects in general, sad
especially the one with wbloh ea are here ooneernsd*
She prohles of defeatIts speech has a aide that scans more
to the child than cultural attainment* it has a very practical
dollars~end-oeats v*lne as well, for that individual who is
handicapped with poor speech Immediately removes from himself
many fields of occupation In which he might eara his living*
Almost any "white-collar" Job has as a prerequisite goal
speech,
jbat person who uses "deae- and "deee" finds bifiself in aa
embarrassing position, when aa oral interview for a Job
presents
itself, for the cultured individual aha is ready to Mrs sees
the laxity la speech sad oftea feels that the asms
nay be true
of other things in the man, such aa his wotf*
Speech which is
eleaa-eat has a tendency to attract, while alovenly
apeeah usually
turnrepels, aaa so ikN prcsiotions are toe* that parson »d»e
present Us thoughts in proper i&gliah, with proper artioula-
tioas, and has presented the same standard of aerk as the next
fellow, is thfc one to advance, 'any maladjustments in life
earn find their source in the poor speech of a person* sad the
first sign of slovenly spseeh shows itself in the wrong uuo
of 'th%
a aan she is highly skilled in his trade* working at one
of the largo factories* reoently sac© to so and said* "It Isn't
enough to ho sole to do your Job well today, ?ou ranst he able
to talk ahottt it Intelligibly as well, The faot that 1 couldn't
has Just cost no * twenty-dollar raise and a hotter joh. There's
nothing particularly wron** -»ith ay speech except that I can't soke
and ass aords with -th», 1 want you to help m on this new, but
If I'd only seen wise enough to hare sought help on this a
year
ago, I'd ho holding down that hotter Joh ri ht now. » This
is no
exceptional oaso* for there are sway others sUallar to it.
The
nan is forty-five years of ago* and sast start fencing
ne/ word
patterns at this late stags of life. In order to
succeed. How
sttch siirplsr it weald haws bean twenty sr thirty
ysara ago when
those word patterns wore still flexible* and
easily molded to
the now articulation forw which would he required
to here *th-
replace his usual afs and "t* substitutions.
One rt^at sreate the idea that the «th*
sound Is really not
nearly oo Usportant to the :»rlish lan.<nage
as I an endeavoring
to nako it, but If an esasnuatloa is
none of theMl *ards
in ass. it is found that anong the
twenty-five eosanaost words
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used in tel^hene conversations, ocsw three that hegln *ith "*h%
Their list of words is as follows, 1* you, the, a, on, to, that,
it, is, a»4, got, oiUt of. in, ho, we, they, see, have, for,
know, lon*t, do, are, vant*
according to Sewey, the following sixty-nine words comprise
fifty percent of ordinary tte^lieht the, of, and, to, a, la, that,
it, is, I, for, ho, ho, was, as* ye*, with, on, hawe, hy, not,
at,
this, are, wo. his, hat, they, all, or, which, will, from,
had,
has, one, oar, aa, been, no, their, there, vere, so, «y. if* *•«
what, would, who. who*, him, thaw, her, was, your, any. swre,
now. Its, ttae, up, do. out, can, thorn, only, she. Bade. It
is
of iopertaaoo to note that there are nine words with
-th" la this
Hat* 2&e proposition new presents a now aspect.
Couldn't those
nine *tb* words ho taught since they are the met isipertaatt
And
the answer »et of necessity he in tee negative, for if
these nine
words are to ho taught with definite aaauranee that
*d* and -'t-
will not replaoo «th» when the words are used,
then the whole
syets* to ho presented in this thesis sast ho taught,
one cf the
onuses, as previously shorn, of the growth of
odeuain* *th» arise,
from the very fast that teacher, hare always
attempted to oorreot
the flaw hy SAfaf for a repetition of the faulty
wort, rather
than hy reins to the aeuree of pioduetion
of the sound, and then
•ad-Torins to teaoh the sound as it ahouhi ha.
in "Correction
of Defective SpeeehAhe author.. Twitter Ml
Chanson, both
of the onlwersity of Pennsylvania,
staf, displacement of
* 2 Found in "Correction of Def. Speech" p. Slakiston * Sons B 1932, Pg. 21.
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an old habit of behavior 7ith a bm mm through teachlag is an
extremely slow process, its soeoapliabsent being exclusively
a Hatter of repeated personal response or activity, instruction
in the required forsa of norasant is absolutely essential, yet,
this feeing given, the tltee required to reach the desired goal
is in direct proportion to the acount of participation elicited
from the subject, Skill or adaptness dees not appear until
the raovocenta beeess satemtio and habitual, and is attained
only by serloao repetitive perfarcanee — practice. 1th
young children the aeeeesary a&ount of repetition cast be
elicited durin- the teaching periods; with the adolescent and
adult a relatively Rlniraun aroant of instruction will suffice
If the ease is cooperative, enthusiastic, and motivated froa
.yithin."
It is the propose of this thesis to present a method which
has bean thoroughly weighed and seess to work beneficially. The
method ens attempted with various elassas of children, adoles-
oents, and adults; and in each instance showed a high percentage
of correction of the "th" sound, Koro then correction was sought,
for no one was dismissed as o corrected ease unless he was able
to use his ordinary conversational speech without any tendency
to resort to Ms eld habits of substitution.
The following chapter shoos ~d»t has seen dene in the speeoh
corrective field on the many phases of speeoh defeats, and es-
pecially on the particular defect herein stressed.
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Chapter II.
What has been dona.
Qw material to he found la the present texts oa speech
correction has very little or nothing about the substitutions
for "th". It appears that the English people have little
difficulty with the "th* sound, for Ida 0. ard^tatoa that
«f» ana "v« are substitutions for "th". 3he says la reference
to the "th" problest "2he sounds of the voiced aid voiceless
•th" are often among the last ones a child acquires; he sub-
stitutes *f* and for them, saying 'Bower' for 'mother'
and 'finfc' for 'thinfc'. fhey ere not difficult soands to
teach, though It tatoee a little practice before they ore used
readily In connected speech, and it is rare that this childish
habit persists, I have corse across oases, however, where gnrown-
up people still use *f* and **• for the voiced and voiceless "th";
and this frequently la wrds in seamen use ©aly, words which they
have learnt as children, such as 'mothers •then*, •that', 'the',
whereas la core 'learn el' vords, such as 'sympathy', 'authority',
which have been acquired later, they use the oorroct sounds,
?he
pupil oaa quite easily understand what is wanted of hiss; all
he
needs to do is to put his tongue loosely between his
teeth and
blow, 2hls will produce the voiceless "th". 2fcen it Is
acces-
sary for hiss only to utter the sound with voice in
order to
obtain the voiced -th"." This is all that Ida C.
3ard writes
S. "Defects of speech" Page 84-36. & H *tton | no. 1929.
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on the subject in her book, unfortunately, there Is mesh more
to the problem than merely what she states is true in Sn^Jand.
ve in America are oenfrented with the substitution of «d« and
n* for the sound of "th» as well as those substitutions which
she mentions, She defeat occurs in all Kinds of people varying
in age. It is snoh more difficult to correct than this little
therapy which she offers for its ressedy.
Hhore is the problem of combating a home environment which
has the same defeat in its speech. There is the problem of the
comic sheets* the gangster veroaoular, the speech as used by
the foreign element* sad the speech used by the typical factory
workers. She correction fa umrica calls for the correction to
be mad* and eat so definitely that these influences outside of
the school will not affect the remedy, once it has become set.
If only the difficulty Sa America ware as simple es it is in
asgfe ad, then we might not need a standardised method whioh
seams to haws proved successful. She defective nth*. however,
has become so commonly aceopted that eteps nut be taken at
ease* if American Kftgliah is to retain the sound in the T?m^isg—
In 1931. Samuel D. Bobbins ami Sara U Stlnchfield brought
out their dictionary of terms dealing with speech defects, fhis
booklet seems to create the base for others to build on. it es-
4.
tablishae speech correction as a scientific field, with a scien-
tific bases, until this booklet was published, there was a
4. "a Dictionary of Serms* Preface A*er. sec. for the Study
of speech Disorders 1931.
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eoastant aieuse of terns saaag ths writer* of epaech tbarapy.
It was almost Ispessible to road Sato the findings of the
speech therapists and to Interpret their work correctly,
koh worker had his out particular definition of terns, aai
it aeeaed that ao two agreed* in the preface of their dic-
tionary the anthers state* "Bealising the need of a system-
atic international classification of the disorders of speech,
She AJwrioaa society for the Study of Disorders of Speech
appointed a Nomenclature Genaittee to prepare aach a classifi-
cation, fhe student of disorders of speech is constantly
running across terns la the literature with wbioh he Is not
familiar, la bub/ oases each author uses his owa teres; in
sons eases as nany as twenty tens hare seen given to on*
and the suae disorder.'* proa this dictionary, the terra
^Paralalia" ahioh is defined as, "A few of ayalalia
characterised by the production of a distinctly different
sound from that desired or the constant substitution of one
letter for another,'* seeas to fit best the particular speoea
defect herein dealt with*
Dr. swift writes in his first pages, "Speech
and its ex-
celleasee and defects are aore a natter of habit, acre
the
iapress of our environment, aero due to the speech
wo hare
persistently heard, than wo realise. Observing habits
of
had utterance years after they seoane
ingrained, we are
5. speech infects in school Children'*
Alter B. Swift,
iiou^htoa & Eifflin 1918.
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apt to lose slgft of the long periods during which they lave
oeon running and to loo* upon them as matters of the present
moment alone* 2Mb, however. Is not only a superficial but
a flase view of the natter. If our results are to be at all
trustworthy, we mat learn to oonaider every speech problem
that presents itself in whet my be called its historical
aspect, methods used for the eradication of bad habits of
speech cos* be based upon a knowledge of the «y in which
these habits awe forced. It ie well in these introductory
rasares, to emphasise the fact that bad habits of speech say
becos* fixed and weU-ni^i ineradicable. Vhen we instill
the fear that a speesh disorder nay beces* permanent, then
*s gtre a powerful incentive to early treatments we give a
v?eir*ty reason for initiating methods of prevention.
?oreigi
accents become permanent. 3levenly speesh say eling to one
throughout life. Baby talk occasionally lasts over into
the
years of adult life, it Is the ides and fear of
this per-
smaoaey that I wish to instill. - practically nothing
has
been done to eradicate, or prevent, the substitutions
which
are being instilled into Asmrioan aglish for the
-th« sound.
Share are many school systems which do not
have a depart-
aent for the correction of speech disorders
or the iaaarovesmnt
of speesh. as long as this condition exists,
it snst be ex-
pected that speech defect, will increase.
preventive measures
should be started in the kdndersmrten
end sairtsd at least
thro** the elementary grades. 5*is cannot
be attempts*, however.
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until all t aohere are required to take at least a sin le course
la speech inpreveaent. It la surprising to find that most ele-
ssentary teachers do not have say concept of how sounds are made.
Sew can It he expected, then, that these teachers shall he able
to aid the child *ho has even a wiser speech defeat? The longer
a speech defeat renains -with the individual afflicted, the sore
difficult is its eradication* Shsrefcre, it mst be the doty
of the elementary teacher to aid in the correction and prevention
of speech defects* True, It need set he expected that oases of
stuttering receive treataent at the hands of the teacher ehe
takes a single course in speech ccrroction, hut It nay he hoped
that prohletss of substitution of sounds such as the defective
*th% nay he efficiently coped with in the classroom, it is a
fact that the tl»e in the elassrocas is fully absorbed without
the addition of writ on speech, hut a few thoughts upon this
idea »ust shew the benefioial effect that would result in
spelling, reading, and general aglSflfe* It is the opinion of
the writer that the conception of phonies, sine* by only a few
minutes spent weekly on speech tossaweswnt , would shew a striking
iwjirewesiswt in these subjects. Iter* is surely a sunisuK of
thirty Blnutes spent weekly on worktop aith individual deficiencies
In spelling ant reading. Sfcie sane tlnse, if apent on phonetio
concepts, would undoubtedly act as a aajcr rcswdy for sway of the
speech defectives.
Sensed schools ami teachers » colleges have not awakened
to the full value of apeeoh, lut the time Is not far off Aen
the importance 9111 be seas. All mast agree that oval aoglisb
is far core in use than veritten. speeeh is ths tool which is
raoro coiaEonly used than any other tool «hioh edueational insti-
tutions develop. Its true si^iifioanoe has not been felt, since
so little effort is spent on its development, merely the cor-
rection of a word here and there during a efessroea recitation
Is hardly sufficient to establish correct speech* Real work
mast be devoted to speech, Just as it is to ail other subjects
in the curriculum.
Im
Margaret gray Blanton and Pootor smiley Blanton say in the
introductory chapter of their booh, "The point at which speech
booones perfect is the point in personal adjustment toward which
the tfiole race has striven. For speeoh Is a gage, though not of
the number of vibrations to the second, however interesting it
nay be from that point of view* It Is no mere study in physics;
it is a test of the psychic adjustment of ths individual person
to the conditions under which he east live. It Is the medium
in «feloh he presents himself to the trained listener and sayst
•Hero I am. This Is how I meet conditions. This is **at I
havo
developed, what breadth, what depth. Sore are my aspirations,
my unsleeping desires. This is what ay environment
has made of
as, sad l of it.» Sat value of corrective work
oanaot be disputed.
6. -speech Training for Children- century
Co. B.Y. 1919.
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But if during the plastic period, in the pre-aahool, Kindergarten,
and first aai second grades, training were given to set the cor-
rectly forming speech reactions and eliminate the faulty, the
necessity for a large part of the individual corrective work
could fee obviated,"
Speech training for all children in the formative years of
their lives would tend to break down the social harriers which
have been established, for a person's speech is the first indicator
of class. It would remove the handicap under which many capable
people labor*
in most competitive races for sport, the contestants are
given handicaps based on their individual power and attainments,
but in life's great rase for the attainment of our chosen ends,
the world gives little consideration to the contestant's handicap.
Anyone *so is handicapped with a speech disorder, such as the sub-
stitution for "th% is equipped with one less weapon to meet the
competition of the world. She widespread ignorance on the subject
of its correction makes these *ho are so afflisted not
only unable
to help themselves, bat also unafelo to find someone who
is pre-
pared to aid them. It is the ofejeet of this thesis to
externa
knowledge and a broader understanding of the subject by presenting
a simple method that aeens to haws proved its
*orth.
-19-
Chapter 111,
Ssneral iTooeciure
AS has bNB pointrd oat, very little attention has bean
siven to the corroot Ion of the »tb* defect in speech. It ia
with this phase of the wor* that this study is particularly
concerned. ?he specific details of the proeedore are treated
in the following chapter; s© it will he sufficient hers to
indicate briefly the general order of the steps. Sfcey were
as follows:
Before the writer began his speech correction duties
at Sprir* field, lass. , the teachers had already con-
ducted a surrey to discover the extent and hind of
speech defeats prevalent In the schools. Owing to
the general nature of this survey, the writer con-
sidered it necessary to sate a farther and acre
specifto survey before usdertaJdng his duties, She
results of these surveys mm particularly important
in giving a background view of this study, and of
indicating the typical situation in a city the siss
of Springfield, The details of these studies
and a
description of the pupils involved are found in
Chapter IV,
2. pities ?cn ?fFj MWpt D1gagT
in disposing the "th« defect, it eas feuad
necessary
to construct certain test sentences
which, when read
by the pupils, indicated the existence
of the *th»
-to-
defsot, s&oh sentencew constructed v*ith a specific
parpoae la MM, ani the entire set of sentences was
comtrueted -4th sin?)licit? ae the aimj is order that
any teacher* trained or untrained In the field of speech,
ndjht he ahle to see the sentences with reasonable as-
surance that the •til** defect would he correctly diagnosed,
Methods of testing vith the test sentences hare been in-
cluded for the primary and elesentary grade* as well as
for the junior-high schools* 'She test sentences, together
vTith the sisthods of administering them, pay be found is
Chapter ¥.
s. mm** ^SMC
axis phase of the subject satter deals directly with the
methods used to preparing the classes for the work on the
correction of the "tfc» defect, sad then proceeds to ear-
plain how the "th" sound is produced and coed* 55*
original nonsense syllables herein offered as an aid in
correcting the defect have been found by the writer to
stand out as the me*t teportaat part of the remedy, 2h*
lists of word* end the practice sentences were originated
and selected by the pupils, and, therefore, should be in
the realm of their interests. Chapter VI includes the
details of the procedure of the ressdial worfc.
At this point, the reader is introduced to the results
sad fladings of the writer, whan he followed the routine
-21-
explained under "fasting tat the Uh« Defect" v and
>.
' f 1 ork" at t o jMsior-fci h schools in the
Springfield school syatesw ay referring to Chapter
711, tie reader may find the ooicplete results es-
tablished by the writer»s -aork.
in this section, it Is the elm of the writer to offer
the reader, or anyone interested In the correction of
the "th" defeat on a olassreo* scale, a complete set
of lesson plans* By followlag each lesson plan care-
fully, after the diagnosis work has seen finished in
order to select the subjects handicapped with the "th*
defeat, any trained or untrained teacher in speech
should obtain results in eradicating the "th" defect,
which are comparable with those obtained by the writer,
The lesson plans fouxd in Chapter Till, the concluding
chapter of this thesis, say be found valuable wherever
the Rth«* defect has tended to lower the standard of
mulish speech in a eesssnity.
•4t~
Chaptar j?t
asataaroaod of the atsAs;
the subjeots wad la the solution of the «tfe« problen were
taken frosn the school syates of 3prln?fi eld , fcassaohusetts.
Springfield, is a beautiful city of 150,000 people and la
convxnly lenovn as the "City of Homes, sinse it strives to
uphold its old traditions of being a city that any resident
shall be proud to aoano*ledge as his homo-to-TO. in recent
years, it has become an industrial center, housing assy insti-
tutions of manufacture, in it a endeavor to flourish as a
city of *bich its residents nay be proud, it has established
and amSatained a school system union has aluays seen one of
the best in the United -tates. Its schools are known in s»st
educational circles for their proTresilre acthods and excellent
teachers, These have resulted in the develops*** of a high
typo of student, as proved by the anny plaques won by Its
forcer
students vftc pursued their education at such institutions as
Arvard and partneuth, and Bay be seen In the portals of its
Classical Hig» school. H*er on the outlook for anything that
night be a valuable aid in bringing forth a better school
product, the research department , after careful
consideration
of the speech defect problem, decided to conduct a
special
survey in an atteapt to discover the extent that
defects in
speech were prevalent*
•it-
In Lay, 1932, a preliminary aznrey of the speech defects
aasoag the •laaantary school ohiMran warn conducted* with only
a osager knowledge of speech correction, the easple sheet of
the surrey on page 24 was sent to eaoh ol&aaroom teaeher In
the elementary grades* with a request that it be filled in
to the best of her ability. The results fro» this study are
found in Tables 1 and 2,
-24-
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Table 1 abows that lisping and ashy-talk im to be the
dominant speech defeats acoordiap; to the survey, tat It My
be noted that there is no special heading set up for the »th<*
defect, it also shoes that cost of the speech defeats exist
in the prlaenry grades, pointing oat the neoesaity for speech
corrective sotfc to ha started there, in the aaoead part of
5ahle 1, ehioh given the distribution of children according
to grade, grade I ranks highest *ith slightly over 20,i of
the total speech defeats in the elementary grades*
-26-
See Results of the rreliisinary survey of
Qpooofc infests, fay 1988
District! on of dsfeots according to typo
Hoping 168 25.0'
3aty Talk 186 24,5
cute foreign Aoeent 48 6.3
Ctamcering A 3t»ttering 139 18.8
asaiity 68 M
Organic Defeats 74 9.7
other refect
3
-5£ 7,6
Total No. lefeots 757 99,7?
riotrlhution of children according to grade
7Anderfx'.rt ok 116 16.5^
Grade 1 141 20.1
(arade 2 98 14.0
Irade 3 80 11.4
Trade 4 71 10.1
Orade 5 62 ^.8
trade 6 56 8,0
Auxiliary 66 9.4
Open Air J*I
Total so. of Children
with Speech Defects
699 100.0*
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m salting oat tho report for Table 1, the teachers pat
any defective "s" soand wader the lisping column. Any sue*
atitution of ens letter for another in the sounding ess
placed under the easy talk column* vVherever a ease of
broken anguish occurred, it fell unter acute foreign accent,
practically any inability on the part of the pupil to speak
fluently was tensed stutterixg or stasneringt By "nasality",
any voice disorder wee scant by the teachers* The Inadequate
definition of the terminology used to obtain the figures for
fable X sade it isspossihle to obtain • true picture of the
speech defeat situation as it really existed,
Table 2 is aerely a revision of the statistics offered
in Sable 1, but goes a step farther by classifying the defects
according to grade distribution, in the first column of Sable
2 f the nnshers under "Cases'* represent the ameer of pupils
in the particular grade sought who have speech defeats; however,
the last oolama, which is titled "Total" f'ives the auatoer of
defects in speech in the particular grade sought, ww satanple,
the Kindergarten has 116 cases and 132 total. Shis swans that
116 pupils have 1S2 speech defects, none of the pupils having
sre than one speech defect. Table 2 is cn page 28.
Besults She* in Table 1 Classified Aooordii^ to
amber of Defeats
,
and rarado Distribution
Typo of Defect i
Srade A B
Balk
C
wUww
Foreign
VU\3<.lw
1
tam crite-
ria
Stuttering
S
fiasality
F
OTganiO
Defeota
•
otner
Total
"efecta
116 S 67 11 U 7 1 7 132
141 1 32 59 12 23 9 7 6 148
98 11 35 23 5 18 6 10 14 1U
80 III 20 16 2 a 7 11 8 85
71 IT 20 7 4 12 11 5 6 75
62 7 19 2 4 21 1 2 7 64
56 TI IS 5 3 20 5 4 4 56
70
.-^ftPt. 1? 7 13 9 n 5 36
m 188 186 139 63 74 59 757
1 • Includes auoh defects as hare-lip, cleft palate, denasallsation, eto,
Rio total nuraber of oases as reported by the elementary teachers through the
tajaple sheet on page 24, which was sent then to be filled in, was 899, and the total
Banker of defects found by than was 757, It say readily be understood that these
figures do not offer a true picture, since the teachers were inexperienced in the field
of speech defects and its diagnosis, unfortunately, the research department bad no
knowledge of the "th* defeat and did not enter it in the survey. Bad this been done,
tbo last fi^aros quoted would hare bees ranch greater. The value of the survey shosed
itself quite definitely in 1933, one year after this survey as conducted, for a speech
lKS>rove*Q9nt teacher was added to the staff of the Springfield school systee.
-29-
|Ko« of
Mil r:
be* of
Cored
So. of
Cases
Left
SURVSY BY ?BK ffilTSB
In the surrey taken during 1932* It «u reported that H
elementary sohool had 70 speeoh defects, bat A en the writer snde
• ear?ay of this sohool the following year, it «as found that there
were about three and one-third tint as nany. This growth in
any be attributed to the faot that the preliminary surrey mi
by regular grade teachore, *fao had no special training in diagnosing
speeoh defeote, and because there was no attention siren to the "th'»
defects, whioh needed fully as cnoh attantioa as the other defects.
Table 3 shown the results of the work dene at E sohool daring 1933
by the writer. The reader's attention is brought to the 101 "th"
defeats which *ere found. Of this nusfcer, it ay be seen that only
16 eases had not been corrected by the end of the sohool year,
?M : O.
Basalts and Listribution of 3P—sh Defeots at school H
—
^.ffl*
Defect
—ITssed —asp
Talk
Artiou-
latory
Stutter Organic
Defeots
nTHT"
101 21 38 33 31 7 4 235
86 13 29 22 25 4 2
181
16 8 1 11 6 3 2
54
The enrolls*** at H school wan 932, in 1933, showing tint 24.3*
of the children in that building had so»e sort of a
speeoh defeot. in
Table 3, of the 286 eases with whom renwdial w>rk was
done
,
only 54
oasse were not cured by the end of the year. There were 21
onsen of
-80-
Rissed *s" in the total as found by the wrltar. There oan be
no doubt that some of these were reported ae lisps by the grade
teaohers in the survey of 1938.
,.
-
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, /. JgMUl
fhe location of the H school is in a listriot vrhioh draws
its enroll&aat from toe slums and poorer districts of Springfield*
Bast of the parents hare little education, as they are poor foreign-
ers, who straggle to earn a living. For the west part, these people
are welfare recipients -jfco usually work as laborers or factory hands.
Their families are large and the children receive little individual
care at hone, fne speech of the parents is slovenly and defective,
ith a Imlfti ouiri such as this, it is to be expected that the speech
defects will run about JSb% Of course, school H is not typical of
the city of Springfield, but represents its poorest school is the
field of spoken a&gliatu
Satis 4 gives a view of some of the sleasntary schools at which
speech improvement centers were established. Its purpose is to show
ths relationship of the *th" defeat to all of the other speech defoots
combined, fhe very fast that nothing lias bean dons On the "th« question,
and that 40" of the defects which exist are in this reals) (ess able
4) shows that there is a pressing need for a method of eliminating
this speech disorder. The tins has corns when these who lead Is ths
speech field must either start «*» on the problew herein presented,
or stand aside and leave the way open ft>r those -*o are able and
willing. r*«y people have questioned the writer about the problem,
with ths idea in the bask of their minds that this problem la In the
fieM of enunciation. If this wars a problem in enunciation, then
-31
any alaasroom teacher eoald be qualified and eospetent to handle
it j yet, every teacher *o neeta the problem la la a quandary
aa to how to treat it* 2he teaohera know that It la there, hot
have no vision aa to how to attaofe it and eradicate it. it is
not to he expeoted of then, for they have no special training
In the wear*, mt only is this true, hot there still is no
method offered aa an ail. it la astounding to note the bettor
apoooh used in a school ohere the problem ass aeon treated. Ihe
reader nay inline as soon by realizing from Sable 4, that in
such a school aa H, every fourth child had sob© sort of speech
defeat; ant that eleven children oat of each hundred bad a de-
fective use of "th".
:5
I
w
II
ail
geroentaae of "th" Befeeta in Relation to all sefeeta of speech
Jiroll- fotal Be. >Sp. cef. tn * Def. in i-Tfr* Def. of all
„
defects , pefepta chool peeeeh Defects
L
*
,
932 101 26.$& 10.8 > 43.M
142 IB 12.6 2.1 16.7
L 748 X39 H 1B.6 7.0 39.0
L riU SB 19 11.4 3.9 34.5
SB 7.6 2.8
m 42 » _»afi 1.6 19.0
§si M 32 to? 9.7 77.3
1 | 756 ** 1* 5.3 1*1 34.1
kotals a 4375 612 245 14. ia¥ mat
ptreae*
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Tatole 4 shorn the fact that nearly six pupils la eaoh
hundred, throng the elesontary schools of spriwftold as a
ahole, have the "th" defeat la their speech. It also palate
oat that 40> of all the defective opeeah le das to the "th"
defeat. U»se speeoh defectives she constitute the 4096 should
have remedial eerie, slaoe other aersml speaking oh iIdran seea
plofc op the poor habit through association. 1th the important
part that isdtatioa plays as a learnim factor, the problem
east be met at once, if this stigma of spoken relish Is to
be obliterated*
flffMTl "'^ *gg>m »*» imams
It appears that the field of speech correction has been
cosmictely osdted from the training of elementary teachers,
for they cannot diagnose speeoh disorders, as is brought out
la Table 5, 2his table ie presented to show the amber of
defeats reported by the grade teachers, and the number foani
shea the writer conducted the surrey* srideutly, training
schools have not ooae to the full realisation of the imports***
of its teachers being able to discorer and aid those who are
afflicted with a speech handicap. In table 5, the figures
shoe that only one elesontary school of the ei£* given ap-
proached the rig* number of speech defeots in its report.
paffiflta -^norted Compared with Saabor Pouad
chool
3nro11—
BBttt
Tiefests
Reported
of©eta
Feand
ro. ©ore
than Reported
...H ^ 70 235 165
P .. 148 6 18
12
S ... 748 73
66
_i§2 m 55 39
# ,
-
...
*p
-
98 20
f 48? 18 42 24
.3- 331 44 17
1
a i . 756 40
41 1
4jgs aye §23 SL
&.35^ of school enrollsaat reported with defective
speech,
13.98ji school earellsant founi with defective speech.
7.6^ school enrellneat foeni with defeetire speech sad
net reported,
mis would tsrai to show thst teachers in the classroom
are not
qaelifie* to detest speech defects, sad e nethed
is necessary to
tesch thee hew to do so. fhfc mst he pat inte ths
training
eeursos ahich teachers rsoeire daring their Serani
School war*,
SO* teachers* training schools do set offer a
single coarse ia
epeech corrective «ork» until the, do so,
children with speeoh
dsfeete will receive little or ne help, since
parents have very
little insist inte the prehle. of defective
speech, A child
with . speech defect needs faily as «ch aid as the
child with
poor vision, hearing, or health.
-Be-
Thus far la this chapter, the endeavor has bees mads to
show a picture of the extent of the "th* problea la the public
school* of Springfield, as It existed In the elementary grades,
However , attention Is now oentered upon the junior High schools
where the results of the reminder of the thesis were obtained,
4t the V Junior High school, the influx of students cause
fror private relish schools and French schools, at which a
Bsjor part of the roller school work was done through use of
the foreign tongue. Sens of the work, as required by law, was
done In aiglish. However, the fact that these foreign languages
do not Bate use of the aagiish sound *th% shewed itself very
definitely in the speech of these students, as the people left
their racial schools for the 1 junior i?i ?h school, the tendency
to cause the speech of the regular public school students
te
follow In their trend, since they **de up a great
proportion
of the entire school. Attests had been nade through
the aiglish
department to ooafeat the tendency, but without success.
She
method used by the Agliah teachers was the typical one
alloyed,
by those who have no special training in the field
of phonics.
A* the pupil >aid «ds% -dose", or "do*-, the teacher
would
say the word correctly, and then would ask
the pupil to repeat
it. Just as the teacher had said it. She
pupil would try to
Usltatc the teacher, but without success,
since the fundamental
knowledge of hew to produce the aound »th»
had never been es-
tablished. This was the reason that a hurry
call was sent in
for the writer, a great number of the people selected far the
special speech class spoke a foreign language at home, aiaee
the parents could speak no Siglish, or a very broken mullah.
She home environment me typically that of the uneducated,
foreign, factory worker, for t school is located in a factory
district. Therefore, it ass to be expected that the people
who were chosen to attend the speech class would lack the "th"
sound in their speech* E school has am enrollment of 498, from
which number it was found that 119 needed most help on "th".
The pressure of time only allowed for work with the worat eases,
ibere can he little doubt that this nusher could easily hare
been doubled, had the slider cases been accepted, it was felt
that the more logical method of attach was to start with the
worst offenders, end as they were corrected to proceed to the
others, since the time element was limited,
2fce problem at V school wee difficult to correct ainoe
the pupils who were selected for the speech elans were not
particularly Interested in learning to speak Siglish properly.
Shey had newer been made speech conscious. It mattered little
to them another they said "dose" ant *deae'». Bowewer, after
careful preliminary work, the realisation earns te them that
it was important to their future to speak aaglieh as it
should
be spoken, sot many weeks after the class was under
way, pupile
were striving to use 'th* words correctly. A
noticeable dif-
ference appeared in their classroom recitations, as each
tried
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to reproduce what had been -Ivan him in the speech olasa. oral
talks booana a challenge to than* for "dese" and "dec" were
taboo. It seased that the plane on which Hh^llsh was soskew,
had been definitely elevated, pupils reported that they wore
trying to teach their parents to apeak as they were being taught.
All this came about as the result of the ingressions cre-
ated in the first meetings of the olassos* in those meetings,
little lino was spent open the actual corrective work for the
attitude that prevailed, in reference to speech » was well known
j
and so it was necessary to establish relations froE the viewpoint
of how important a role speech played in the everyday world,
looting impressions wore created about how important it was to
use proper speech in applying for a job. This idea stimulated
an eagerness to master the use of the "th" sound,
s xtuim filSH SCHOOL
At 3 school, the "th" problest was one of a different nature.
The pupils were aware of the fact that they did not speak well,
but did not know what to do about it. lany stated that they
wore conscious of the fact that they wore unable to make the
sound of nth«, and that they therefore sounded different from
their schoeloates. Ifcey appeared ready anl eager to accept
help. She stodont body of S school is ends up of pupils who
for the most part have boon brought up in the oity proper, where
the standard of speech is of necessity higher. S school is
centrally located in Springfield and receives its students from
several elementary schools whioh are in the district, and a few
-ir-
froifi am.ll terns aroand springleld, 9» enroil»snt at s school
la slightly largo* than that as V Junior hl'h school, haying *
student body of 531. The test of the entire school shoved that
68 needed help on the "th". Here again, only the worst cases
were selected for help* 7*18 was duo to the pressure of tie*,
flie feast enrironsseat of the pupils selected at S school showed
that most of the* were of foreign parentage, hut of a more pro-
f^resslre type, since cost of the parents were in small business
enterprises with only a few working in factories.
She prevalence of the Htfe* defect being Teat, as was pointed
out above, plana were rcade to attespt to eradicate it. She par-
ticular steps taken by the writer are dealt with in tux* in the
following chapters.
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Chapter V.
stoic* la ofw Defect by Testing
Saab has ton Mid Is reference to the pupil* selected,
but nothing Ism tent shows, about the cethod of selecting those
who wore to participate la the special speech slasa. hen the
writer was confronted with the problem of selaotlng the pupils
to bo put into the class for the correction of *th% there *u
so particular procedure or »ethod to follow.
After sash consideration, It was folt that a group of Test
Bsntonoss should be eoasstrueted* Zheso sent encee were to be
gives to each pupil individually, sad ho was to ssdeevor to
speak thes as naturally as possible* The pupils were not warned
that they wars being tested oa anything. 2bis foot was held
bask frost thess, for it was folt that they sight try to do some-
thing special in the way of speech if they stars sads conscious
of the fact that the tester was looking for persons whs ware
usable to use the '*tb/» sound correctly, lost of the pupils
tried to read the sentences whoa they wars sdadaistered.
ith
a careful explanation and a few model roodlags by the
tester,
the pupils spoke the sentences approalnetely as thsy
would in
their everyday talk. Conversational iaterprotatioa was
sought
la order to select those people *© sdght bwsr how to produce
a perfect *th* sound, but who were not in the
habit of so doing,
gash pupil in both % sad 3 Junior High schools was
tested with
the following senteaoos, before classes in the
correction of
the wth" were started.
•49*
m the aiiitlnlatration of the ?est Sealsnoas, the taster
proceeded to do ma follows* "Class • there ere tea seateneee
en the heard, You ere to look at then carefully in Juet a
Btmtei and *ea j'oor team comes, res are to speak then Just
as yoa would If yea aero speaking to a friend, There le
nothing special that is feeing looked for la year reading these
sentences, except how naturally yoa em say them* that Is, how
nearly yea can say them as yoa weuH in natural life, now
look at the sentences and study then, If there are say words
that you do not know, please do net hesitate to ask about then.
She tester then gave the class two minutes In which to
heeons acquainted with the material in the following Test sea-
X, i threw the ball threap the door.
3. Are these the ones?
3, They think they will "O.
4, Hie nether went with hits.
5* at&er one or the ether will do it.
5, Do not put the thlnhle on your thus*.
7. a thousand tieee the thunder struck.
8. m thlrteen-thlrty-three, they diecorered the path.
9. The teeth ia hie mouth were white, accept fcr
one block tooth.
10. «holr mother and father went to both the
north am south poles.
I* each sentence, as it wae read,
the tester looked for the
following*
1. throw, tbroofdu
2. these, the.
3. They, think, that, they.
4. aether, ^ith
5* either, the, other,
6. the, thirdsle, than*.
7. thousand, thunder.
8. thirteen-thirt^-three, th_ey, path,
9. teeth, nxxrth, tooth,
10. their, isomer, father, both., &e, norj&, aonth,
fhere are a total of thirty-three words, and If a reader
failed
oa six or MM of theae ***** *» «*• P1*9*4 ln *»• «P«wl
elase. sash pupil see e*ro» aa sat* tin* aa ho needed
to road
the sentences.
in ssntenoe one, the -thr« eoand la earefally
listened for,
in order to dteoewr rtotber tha 18 *** *****
oor"
reetly in bis ordinary apeeoh*
in sentanoo two. the words -the- and "these-
are earefuUy
liatenad for, sines they ars so I iHllMfli
to **** ** •»•«*•
and both are voiced "tbf sards.
sontanee throe is eonstraoted with the Tie*
of using a
of sards that begin *th "th" in the sase sentence,
and all are
volesless.
fenr oses only two "tb" sords, bat
the testsr la
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interested te find whether the pupil oca use the nh" sound
correctly when it eoeura in the middle end end ef the words,
nontoBoa five usee "th* words Aioh have the sound plane
in the Kiddle of the words with a single "th" word nsins it
at the start*
Sentence six is constructed to nee a vetoed and voice-
less "th1* word in the sane sentence*
Sentence soten is eonstrmted to place a "th* cord before
a word that begins with the letter *t«, in order te notice
41ether the pupils safes a distinction.
Sentence oig$t is constructed in order to group the th"
sound aa la done in the neater nhirtssnHbirty-threo".
sentence nine sacs tbree werde which here "th" at the end
of each, in order to test the pupils ability to use the sound
in this position,
sentence ten is coastruoted in order te hare the pupil use
words that hare "th* In all the varied positions in which it
any occur, in a single sentence,
since sen of the children in the elsneatary schools
will be
naable to read the sentences, tte teacher atenld cay
the. one at
a tine and have the pupil repeat. *hc* this procedure
is used,
care snct be exeroleed that the teacher does not
exert undue
eophaeie en any vord, ae this will infix-woo the
pupil's response,
which should be aa natural as be can se*e it. Only
the first five
test sentences need be need with elementary children,
stnee they
are elnpler than the others end shorter.
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Ths mm procedure offered for the eleneatary grades should
be followed In the primry grades* except that only senteaoes two,
three and four should be used, if more are used, the tendency
will bo for the ohlld to tire. Bo sill then be unable to five a
true oral response,
ram spBsgisnTiflM foam wffl somro
Bbe usual substitutions wMoh are aade for the "th" sound
are as follows
i
*t" is substituted for the voiceless W at the start of a word
or at the end,
*d" Is substituted fsr the voiced "th" at the start of a word, in
the adddle of a word, or at the end of a word*
"tr* is substituted for "tar" at the start of the word.
"f" Is substituted for °th" when a voiceless "th" is used in the word,
?x\igiffl or sBMMwrei«« yea *gg*
"tin*" for "this*"; "tan*" for "thank*; "tunder" for "thunder";
*bot" for "both".
"dls" for "this" j "dose" for "these"! "sadder* for "sother";
"breads* for "breathe".
"tree* for "three"; "trow" for "throw*; "trow" for 'threw".
*fisiblo" for "thlreble"; "flrty* for "thirty"; "fin" for "thin*.
*ve" for -the*; "rat" for "that"; "learer" for "leather"; "clove*
for "clothe".
The methods presented above will discover those pupils who
nee« fecial training is the «tfc« defect, obviously, it is
useless to discover the oases and do nothing about correcting
the©, lethods of correction are deemed sufficiently ispertant
to be considered under a separate chapter.
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ohaptsr vx.
It mat bo emphasised that if the "tli" defsot had been
rtorracted in the elementary grades* then the problem weald hare
been lese difficult to cope with la the junior hl>;b school* The
longer that the individual with any speech habit usee the lan-
guage, the acre definitely set and pronounced It becomes. If
the "th" question Jiad been dealt with in the early grades* there
eaa be little doubt that it <«uld have takea sash less tlas sad
effort to eradicate it.
MffARHB CUSSffi FOR »TE« WORE
When the class was sailed together for its first meeting,
they were told that they had set committed say particular breach,
and that they were not deficient or different in say respect
from their fellow students, They were shown that they had
picked up a faulty habit , or throw* negligence had never been
taught the proper method of producing sad aslag the "th* sound,
they were also told that they would be dismissed from the class
as soon as they could show the teacher that they were capable
of using the "th* sound correctly. Shis was put to them in
such a lifdtt as to set as an incentive. At 1 school the first
two sessions of the class wars held only for the purpose of
explanation and the showing of examples of their oau speech,
ae the listener would hear It, 3 school required only oas
such session. This was due to the diiferenoe In the types
of students, since a school was already conscious of the de-
ficiency, sad U school required enough stimulation to be made
oognixant of the fact. Prom this point, it was clear sailing
to a fine finish, as the later results will show, The
method
now sheen was used at both schools In tho aa» saner.
oinoe tho pupils *o were In the olass had no idea of
why the? ooald not safes tho "th" as other ^liab-spesxing
people do. It was necessary to teach the* how to produce
tho sound. The class sas Instructed to sake the sound of
"s*. Ibis each pupil was able to aocoaplish. Ohey euro
then instructed to place their tongues between their teeth,
to bite the tongue slightly, end then to expel the air,
just
*• they had done to sake the sound of «s«. Without
realising
it, they had ends a voiceless «th% This was then pointed
out to then. About fifteen minutes was spent on
this with
tho olass as a uhole and then with each individual
being
given a turn to try it. Than for tho reuainiag
fifteen
sdnutes of the olass period, diagrams 1 and XX
were put on
the board and explained to thea* In order that
they sdght
obtain a visual idea of how tho *th" sound is
produced. At
this point notebooks wore passed out in
order that the class
edght draw and Keep the diagram as an aid U their dtturo
work in tho subject.
smngrj— ifp T™nH>
in the next lesson, the di»ttaction
was drawn between tho
voiceless a«i voiced -th- sound. She
class was shown that -tu-
be, two chief sounds, on. of which i.
vioetass. a. in -thin-.
DIAGRAlt I.
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Profile of the organs of articulation.
1. Lips.
2. Teeth.
3. Hard Palate.
4. Uvula.
5. Tongue.
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1. lips.
2. Teeth.
3. Bard Palate*
4. Uvula.
5. position of tlie Tongue.
"thimc", "birth", "thimble"
, etc. tfhenevar this sound was to
be used in * word, It would be written as plain "th"; but when-
ever the voiced «*thB aas to he used, in suoh ords as, "She",
"han", "Shooa", "Veere", etc it was to he narked as •*%*•».
The lias through the "eh* was the sign that naant it was to he
w> Iced in the ward, shone**? that word was spoken, Bcsever, it
teas brought out that both sounds hare axastly the saas tongue
position, which ndght vary alifhtly with each individual. The
class was requested to repeat the *orda as they have just bean
dvea, 3ach individual was than given an opportunity to try
the words, the Instructor giving aid at the sanso tire. The olass
«H then given the asaignseat of learning these few words for the
next session.
gQgaaSK SYLiABUB FOR "IB*.
with a complete understanding of hew the "th" sound is sade,
and the distinction between the voiceless *th* and the voiced
the tlse was rips to intredoes the nonsense syllables on which
they were to practice patiently, Shews wars already on the blade-
heard for thaw to copy when they easts In, and read as follows
j
tha the thl the tha
nth eth 1th oth uth
atha atho athl atho athu
etha ethe ethi etho ethu
itha lthe lthi itho ithu
otha ©the othl etho othu
tttha utbe athl ntho uthn
^19-
Xa reading thee, it was explained that it was the long mod
of th« vowels wherever the vowel oeourrad in the nonsense syl-
labi*} together with th» sound ef "th" correctly produoed.
Shis was to he practiced with hoth the voiceless «th» and
the vetoed "th". it east he realised by the reader that if a
person can sake the long sound of a vowel he can sates the short
sound, slate it is more difficult to Bake the long sound and
requires core effort than the short sound does* These nonsense
syllables ware devised so that the pupil night practice the "th"
sound in every conceivable position that it night occur, pot
example, the nonsense syllable "tha" sight oocur in such a word
as the -Thnase" Biver; the nonsense syllable "the" occurs in
the word "theater"} "thi" ooours in the word "thigh"} "the**
ooours in «*thoroagh**t "tbn" ooours in the word "thusp" with a
slight change of the long vowel sound. The nonsense syllable
"ath" Is found in the word "bath" with a shortening of the vowel
»a"| "eth" Is in the word "teeth"} Mth" Is in the word "myth"
4 th a shortening of the vowel *i»} "eth" io in the ward "both"}
«uth" is in the word "youth", fl&e other nonsense syllables
Bight fall in such words as "cathedral", -breaths", "atheism",
••betrothal" etc.
Oonplete lists of words were still not ??lv«i out for the
olass to drill on. Shis was to be sore that the pupil could
definitely produce a proper "th" sound before he endeavored
to drill en words. If the pupil were to drill on
words without
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the ability and the knowledge to proves the correct sound of
«th» wherever It occurred la the word* then his had habit
would become only aaora sorely set* and sore difficult to
reaeve* therefore, the "thr* sound «aa on the blackboard
for the next lesson to be copied and drilled on la the now
aease syllable feras which are as follows s
thra thre thri thro thro
athra et>re ethri ethro ethra
tthra ithre ithri ithro ithru
othra othre othri ethro othru
athra uthre uthri uthro athru
At the earn time. It was shown that the *thr» sound occurred
la such words as *three", "throw", "through*, "birth",
"rdrth",
"fourth" , etc,
She elass «as drilled as a whole on the nonsense syllables,
and each person In the olass was gs*W sa opportunity for
individual
work on the* to insure the instructor that everyone
aao on the
right trail. She response to the noasenee syllables
at 1 •©heel
was seaeuhat aataf^nistie until the class ?*t
the swing of thorn,
It eas with difficulty that the pupils there
learned to prodaoo
the «th" sound. Shis probably explains the
antagonism, At S
achool, however, the pupils aooepted the*
at ones and proceeded
to do well with the*,
bp l^t aa ac <w ^^mb-
The classes were now prepared to receive
lists of real wards
-Gl-
en which to work and drill at hoee. With earoful consideration
the follo-arinf* list of words was aelaoted for then to drill on*
9Mb void was carefully selected and explained to then, as to
Its meaning, use, and the class of "th" word to which It belonged,
whether voiceless or voiced.
the thlBfcle three thorn
this than* throw tl> on,"
that think threw
ma thOttf^t threat throttle
those thirteen thrall thrash
there mrnrnm thrash thwart
HM| thank thresh third
thy thick i i *** thorough
thou thin throne kwaw
thee theater thrift thrust
thou * thatch thread thing
than thaw throe these
thine theft thrice ting
therefore thief thrive thunder
list of words was pat into sp<stech notebooks to be
preserved
for the future. At the saws tls» a «»U cardboard with these
words printed on it was given to each pupil 1» order
that he eight
carry It with M» and study the words during his ansnts of lelsurs.
If he wore so inclined.
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The next step la the remedial work called for MSB wag*
of the words cm which they had been drilling; therefore, they
were asked to write short esnteaeee aslag the words gtwea on
the cards. 3*eb japll breast in his ori dnal sentences and
read sobs of then before the alass* '11 of the soatenoes
oh eaoh pupil had written oonld not be heard, siaoe tiae
did not allow for It. After the pupils had read their sen-
tences, the following list was selected, asd eaoh papll
oopied in into his notebook for future pxaotioe work.
u The boy ana the. sirl go*
a. Ijhis Is the, one.
a. ghat la $&£
4. 1 will go then.
6. Are those tha ones?
6, fosre it goes.
?. Shay want yea now.
8. It is will.
9, ffeou art hero.
10. I will giro it thee.
11. i am thou- not for long.
12. It is sore than I thou, ftt.
IS. It is thine forever.
14* v«i do tt« therefore srou win,
15. snt the thiable on.
16. His thusb hurt.
17. I thlxfic so too.
18. lou tbout^hj wrongly.
19. Buy thirteen for ma,
20. It «u a thousand geare ago*
21. Mi wteh to than* you.
22. Tatoh a thlofc one.
23. Sook a thin layer.
24. ieet u» at the 3hO£|er*
25. Do not thatoh the roof.
26. Try to thaw out bom.
27. Kls theft was dlsooTerea.
a thlof waa at werk.
29. 2a*» throe fro» here.
30. Do not threw It oat.
31. Bo threw It around.
K, k tastta,"**
So lived la the thrall of fury.
34. A aaa thraahad hit*
Mb jbjgajfe, the wheat.
36. Gargle your throat.
37. A King loft hlo throne.
m$ Thrift is an aseet.
39. » .*> - - --a
40. Tour heart will throjfr
41. .i-rloa. ho hit his.
M, It will thrive in the
sun.
-ft*
43* A thorn stuck Into Maw
44* full the thong ti> Jit.
45. Sho gees on fjo^sndsflw
44* Open the throttle to m foot*
47. I thrash sings nloely.
48* ttwrt bis piano*
49. It is the. third, day.
50. 00 a thoroafh job.
51. Jive It to thoek.
52. Ho thrust the. book at thj»
53. Mil no a «©oi thing*
54. Are these the anas?
55. A thttft hit bias herd.
56. 'Efrnado* and rain started to
aajg atsn i^s* ?im «th« iff gi^ra : %® c*
She oard, it say be noticed, had only those worts ihioh
tsgen with «tb* or nhr" la both voleed and voioele ss »th«e".
It was neoeesary to add at this tis» a list of
words wherein
the "tb" eooad was in the middle or the end of
the word. Ibe
following list of words was teen presented to bo deal*
with
Just as la the prertoas list*
rather earth rather northern
1 1 nMi farther feather hither
bretaer seventh leather hath
south tenth heathen both
north either hearth together
laouth birth with Htm*
teeth BTth width socething
tooth path earth lath*
sooth neither trtlv anything
i'ourth other oatheAral
AS before, after pnsstiee in these, the words were est Into
ssatenoes. Ths following were the ones constructed.
1, lie aether doos it.
2. Do ram see rear father?
3, Take your brother.
4. it Is soath of here*
8. oo to ths. nojrjh. toBorrew,
6. Hie aouth was sore,
7. Be has I &2li>
8. & dentist palled his tooth,
9. 3ooth the pnin.
10. It la on the fourth.
11. our earth Is round,
12. SO farther
13. Che seventh one wins.
14. On %p* tanth day. wo go*
IS* Hitaw you or 1 •hall go*
15. a Birthw recorded.
17. tfhnt Booth is tMnv
IB. Shay played with qjdrtft»
19. 3£ihJS.yOtt aor 1 9111 8P»
20. It is aonthorn boopi tality.
21. fie would rather do it.
22. fiffiftiniT are *ig»W
23. Leather is en shoos.
24. A heathen does not 50 to ohureh.
25. Ml sat at the hearth.
26. 30 with hits.
28. %t is it worth?
29. £oke yourself worthy of him,
30. foe ether is eorroot.
31. See the, northern li^ts.
32. Be went hither.
33. Sake a hath tosorro*
34. aoth ran to hia.
35. Let us boy it together*
36. ^ther the moss op*
37. floffiethlng anst he done no*
38. Finish it on the. lath*.
39. AmtMM you want is yours.
40. So saw a beautiful oathedral*
After oiasa and Individual praetioe wae hold on both sots
of word* and seat«a*as, attec&ta wore cods to eonetraet sen-
tences with several Hth ' words, token from both lists, 1b the
Ijifncj. ifco Asl&OSta§ N£f ssiltg—isi af. tfeg oi~33 Ml
written into their notebooks for Attare drill*
1* He opened the throttle and eyed jhrouji t£e thoroughfares.
2. j£g. aevonth ana tcn£k fcajags, *** rather pretty 1 thjgfr
3m His birth this month in the oathedral will he roMEfcsred.
4. South and north they both travel together.
0« in a month, neither one nor the, other will have a thing.
6. Hie month
,
and throat were botfr 3ore from hie teeth.
Is ftilT^Mnr he dO0S taraB Mito eea>ethine that ie worthy.
8. gfae* threw that thinrr throat thstft doors to the, ojfega,
9. Hie aotiior . father, and brother travelled around the ear^h,
10. A thousand tiaee the thmder. straofc the oathedral.
11. £tt the leather away for the third ftmrsdnv.
12. jflth a thlnhle on his thttRb he thoo ht he oould sew.
13. Che lathe eat It in tfre thlofc fro3 thin, pattern.
14. Thrust the tMn* through these fnathare and then, now
15. Ifhls conth Is worth s°fflTftftsffift u 01060 -*10 w*u»
IS. father thos tflgither_ to throw out fftls entrance.
17. A ^o^ojna thanks wore seat last Bgnttfr
18. gbrloe he tried tha thread that other -nay.
19. BOth took thoir both witboat a though of $he_ results.
20. They feel that these, are the, ones worth,
a hif£i point of perfection was reached in the lists
of word* and all the aentencaa, the pupils mm asked to aring
their reading booxs to olsae. **h wee *iran m opportunity
to W9mt *»4 m* instructor noted the usage of the wsrds
with
«th". so the pupil rood his
following this procedure, each pupil mm told to
prepara
a short oral talk on any suejeet that was of interest to
hia.
She aothod of delivery or the subject was of little iBPcrtanee,
but tao ass of *m «ordo eaa carefully watched. Ihis
aas the
last stop before trials aero hold to disalaa
seas of the elass
as oorrsotea oases, in this test the
pupils aaro asked ta
repast the original tan test sentences,
and to ansaar questions
which the instruotor mm at ***** in this the
instructor
u»a atle to know if the pupil asad the
"th" correctly in Ma
ordinary talk.einee the purposs of the
class aas to eUatnata
the th- dafoot completely, rather than to
teeah the pupil how
to produce "th- and not to think
about its use.
j*oh mm rariad review, euro held of the *ork
cowered
^ the raaalndar of the class tested for
disMssal. i* thia
^aaux. the^eup^ro- ooasUntly -all- «*
horn aa.es war. able to resell mm
Individual attention.
kt this point a gas. of u**d*g
different onsets in th. room
which had the «th« sound aaa
introduced. If • ™^m
t0 think of ^aething in th. mm with
«th*
,
ha aas to use a
„th- word in a sentence,
relating it to som object in the
rooa, This as** was instigated
to reaaw. any P-sihlo
that the -aork Bdgf t have developed*
/.'is -;lioIo IHNNMI MM aa«i M loth | |MtV Ml h r.ohool
and S junior His* school, la the following chapter, the raaulta
of tho Aol© netted will show jwt what waa fend and aoeoopllefeed.
Chapter 7X1.
jralu:aion cf Results at the ™gB" ClwM and Sprcary
in order to gtm the reader a clearer picture of the types
who were la the special "th» class, the following table is sub-
mitted to ekes each pupil* s scholaetie acMevesent, hie Intel-
license quotient, hie nationality • ssd the district from which
he cane. The writer shewed, earlier in the thesis* the im-
portant part that the foreign background sad the district en-
vironsent play apes tile individual is the development of the
*th" defect* The scholastic achievement grade is the average
of the pupil's grades in i&gllsh, Kethesstiee, science aid
Social studies. The intelligence quotient was obtained from
the •'HeBnoa-'telaon" test.
»TH» Glsse at s mnlnr ffifrtl
,
9shelaetlo intelligence # of 30 Ein.
3 AohlcveFert notlent District rationality less eriods
1. John B- 105 City Proper Irish 17 9
2. Louie H City Proper Italian 17 S
It BesdnioiE C 78 City proper Italian 17 9
4. Scorgs 125 Pine District American 15 8
5. joe 0- 81 City Proper Italian 15 S
6» Prank D- 90 City Proper Italian 17 s
7. OTTOS. C M Ost of City JUBWedCMflft 15 s
8. Frame x: city Proper Italian 15 8
9. John s 108 City Proper Italian 17 S
10. peter c- U7 City Proper Italian 17 S
tt. Caratella c- 90 City proper Italian 26 8
12, Pasqua c- u City Proper Italian 26 S
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acholaatio Intelligence # of 30 min.
enlevement .uotlaat district nationality class periods
13. Staren 0- 99 palish 26 3
14, lOUiS D- 90 Famine polish 32 S
IS. John 97 city Proper Italian 26 s
15. a&lratore » 101 City Proper Italian 30 1
17. Jane »/ 112 polish polish 30 s
18. Theodore 100 poliah polish 36 5
19. Iaongin 95 polish polish 36 s
20. Frances c 95 City Proper Italian 30 1
21. Loaia c- 98 polish Polish 35 s
22. Eltohall c 92 poliah polish m 1
.
106 City proper Italian 17 3
24, Joseph I 112 City proper Italian 27 8
25. Dentogo B- 105 Darning Italian 38 1
26. Julian D- 85 Farming polish 10 S
27. pasqual 0- 119 City proper Italia* 24 s
28. Harold D- 82 city Proper Italian 30 s
29. Felloia w 96 MM** polish 32 1
30. Arthur 0/ 101 City Proper preach 12 s
31. Mtchsll c 95 Mfjfjaj polish 17 8
32. Qlaf c- 93 city Proper Swedish 17 s
S3. Kattee 90 City Proper Italian 38 1
Hi | Mm£ •1 100 City Proper Italian 17 s
85. Stanley s 82 polish 10 p
36. prod i Hi city Proper Italian 12 8
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cholastlo
Achievement
mtolligeBee
notlent District Trn -t- t rm« 1 j-j-nr
f or so Bin.
Class periods
37. »rry 9 City proper Italian 14 3
9 71 city proper Irish M I
39. Leonard C 100 City proper mmfmrn 10 p
40. peter If City proper Italian 10 I
41. lone I city proper Italian n
42. Alphonse I 81 nity proper Italian 24 1
43. Amu c M City Proper Italian p
44. Andrew c H City proper Italian M s
45. Howard c 107 City proper French 32 s
46* Alfred e 117 Pine District ABorioan 13 s
47. Cancel© 9- 81 City Proper Italian 1
43. /Uraando 9 77 City proper Italian n 8
49. Alphonss 9 84 City proper Italian n P
50. Paul •/ 91 City proper jov/lok M 1
51. Clauds D- 90 City Proper French m s
52. Marge 87 City proper Italian N *
53. Alfred C 118 City proper Aserioaa 11 s
54. Arthur C 98 City proper Italian 8
55. Alfred C 100 City proper Italian S3 8
58. Henry 9- 85 City proper Preneh
22 S
57. Stanley 89 polish
20 8
58. Doadnlefc C- 87 City proper Italian
19 S
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• iatriot Hunter o of .hole
oria-field otmtocm 42 72.41
8 13.80
Polish school 8.62
1 r: 2 3.46
i of hole
Italian » 56.90
Polish ** 20f69
5 8,62
Fremch 6.90
Irish 2 g»45
Jevteh 1 1.72
1 1.72
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mumvyr. m MCB 3 jd?ticb mat school
51 jueoessfal eases 87.9"
JT Failed dm 12.11
68 Total "ases la nlass 100.Q#
Classification
Scholastic icMsveinant of *hole olass 73. 4^
Intelligence Quotient of ahole class 97.1*
Staaber of olass periods (30 min. ) saeesssful 23.5
Softer class Periods ISO rAru) failures 29t<>
oholastio ohiovefflsnt of soccessful 73.1
„cholastie AoldsvsBSttt of Failures 72.1
Intelligence jaoti ant of 3oooeesful 97.1
Intelligence quotient of failures 90.1
Since the entire class in the "th" defect had 56
neafeers and 51 of these were cored, 87. 9;l of the 58 easss
were cared; end 7 cases, or 12,1- were failed on. The
Man of the scholastic achievement of the successful
(73.1) ts quite close to the man of the scholastic
aehioreftent of the whole class (73,4) while the seen
of the failures in scholastic achievement {72.1 J is
mmm* 9m. tasjtUI mm penn c? mmyttmm timm
(97.2) is approached by the sooeesafnl (97,1) while the
failures dropped almost 7 points (90.4 J, she nean of
the rounber of class periods {30 udnutss each) for the
successful eases was 23,5 or 6*6 less periods then for
the fai lares whose wean was 29*0, before they were dropped
fro» the class, in the failures there was no scholastic
achicreaset that surpassed C» sad only one intelligence
quotient that reached 100, fhoush in general, the i, i,
of those "falling* was loser than that of these "passing"
there wae sufficient overlapping to indicate that X.Q. is
not of great importance in predicting cacoess, Therefore,
attempts should be aade to correct the "th" defect ir-
respective of
3B . SMI *-JLJmmjtULMBMi
mmJamtia XntolllgcsKM
1 -tif o
'
1 1
>QfaiftTMRMt District nationality
» —
Class Psrlodo
n SO Indian Orchard Irian 20 s
al it Polish 20 3
3# HoLand 109 » ft (jsraatn 20 3
4. Jan1co in,*? •» ft
. oiisn 20 8
5. rdatird c so i H aV
.POXlSft 20 8
A. Bobort f H n ft tfallaaleuUB 20 3
106 n • 3
8. Jim 113 it ft a
3. Mrmrt o 104 «« ft 3
10. Dsnls! D it «t T?v*aa tuw 9ft S
21« Hiohard c— 101 ft 9ft as
A— 1 13 •» ft CM 8
12L Rootor e 91 i f* 9ft s
14. John 91 • ft 9ft F
15. Louis «• a Italian 9ft 3
16. Charla s i «t palish 9ft a9
17s Don WW •t 9ft
U . 1 1— i M it Oft F
19. Viol* J? 1 rt*> ft Jr<Jr .1,11 9ft a
20, Chester c- •n ft fellah 20 s
21. Ganefa 9 96 ft It polish 20 3
22. Phyllis 91 ft It polish M S
99 it ft polish s
24, allle Ml ft ft poliah m 1
roholaetie Intelligence # of 30 lis.
AoMevenent Patriot »ttonality C3a as Periods
25. Tony C 98 Indian Orchard iraenlan 40 S
26. Soran 0- 109 m f Armenian 40 8
27. Stanley ¥ 87 «t * fellah 40 P
28, Sylvester D 85 ft » polish 37 S
29. lllsard 111 •» *» Aneriaan 37 1
30, Frank 94 t* «t Italian 37 1
31. BUard 77 'an.in
|
Polish 37 P
58. ldore 102 Indian orchard PTSUOh 37 s
S3. Stefanie 96 <• « -olish 37 3
34. Sophie A- 91 *t * olish 37 1
35. Jamis i 109 t* rt polish 37 S
36. Laura i 84 poliah fellah 37 8
37. Bradford 108 » n American 37 8
38. Jeanette ¥ 100 mab prenafc 37 |
30. Irving A 121 Indian Orchard jevish 37 S
40. Charles 1 70 fellah olish 37 P
41. Stanley 1 93 Indian Orchard polish 37 s
42. John ¥ 85 fellah polish 37 P
43. fitamm ¥ 92 fellah fellah 37 8
44. iron* ¥ 97 mm* nrensh 37 s
45, Victoria a- 86 Indian Orchard olish 37 F
46. laronne ¥ 104 *t « 37 8
47. onr c 102 « « French 37 S
48. Theodore 110 -olieh polish 32 S
49. wetue ¥ 103 Indian Orchard Italian 32 8
-6;!-
i
SSholastia Intelligence # of 30 Kin.
Smk* Aahiarasant ^lotieat : istriot nationality class periods
50. StOTS m Indian orohard 32 8
51. Wry 8- 92 *t « polish o2 P
52, Xsrfurst ¥ 98 • it 32 S
53. Annie i 82 it it Matte* 32 S
54. 2enovie7e c N i* n polish n 1
55. Jos 65 oliah polish 32 F
56. Lillian c- 81 polish polish 32 1
57. Abbs B- 100 Polish polish M S
S3. Lillian C- 82 French fMMafl n ?
59. BiOfc c M Indian Orohard Italian 33 s
60. shaYarash a- 101 « * HHeMtonl 33 1
61. Vaxy c- M W N ABsrloan H 8
62. lanuel 3- HI It ft Portugese 33 8
68* Lcretta c 100 It M ft Hal S
64. Jennie 0- 81 It » polish m t
65. .illiam 106 n m lavrioan m 1
66* Stars C 102 a it atMMftM zz 8
67. Aba ¥ H ft M Iranian m S
69. John a 93 » »l polish 33 s
69. Mary fi- i M n n polish M 1
70. Karol ll n t polish S3 ?
71. Carolina c 88 n it polish s
72, sorcan C. c 78 it it saw ssassak- aMai m 8
78. aophis ¥ M it • Polish m s
;1 t 1
nolastic
AChievetamt
intelli?enee
uo tlent oistriot Battonality
# Of 80 Bin.
Class periods
74. Jlward Ml Indian Crohard olish 38 8
75* "»nda B 94 cieh Polish 3
76. Eitebell C- 89 site Polish 88
77* Helen C- 100 ZMisn orchard polish
78. Jeanette B- 89 M» French 38 8
79* If red 105 Indian Orchard 90
80. Helen 100 Polish polish
81* Victor H Indian orchard polish 38
82, Victor ¥ m lad tea Orchard polish 38
63. Sasy m m m Italian
64. rthar ¥ m n n tmm 56
85. Beurd 97 •t • mtmA 55
86* Joseph D- 98 ?arndag polish 55
87. John A- 221 Indbn orchard polish 55
88* Jobs 0- 90 * •» polish 55
89. Helen | 91 » # polish 55
90. cells 72 * n French 58
91. Ursula C 101 olish Polish 56
92. Jennie 0- 91 Olish 56
98. Cam* A- 112 M M 56
94. 80Ji ¥ 112 W « jTBenisn 56 s
95, Award 0- 101 &raenian 56 s
96. Sylvester 85 m « .olish 56 9
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«holactio Intollicenee # of 90 Lin.
gas* AQhipresent ^notlent iftstriet Nationality Glass periods
97. lliia» B- 1013 French 55 8
98. Jfteard C 106 Indian orchard Fellah 53 S
99* Sophie D 74 »• st 57 8
100* John D 94 French 57 P
101* Bayaend A 117 Indian Orchard prenoh 57 8
102* Jane 9" O MF *? polish 57 F
103, Fred G 95 W It WHUH 5S 3
104. Bono IM l» *• French CA 8
105. loretta c— 33 trench 3
106* Kenneth 30 Indian Orchard Awertoan as 3
107. Kickey 93 ft IF. Armenian s
ICS. Hito | 36 ifjojBjfj ire*** - I
109* 0ino P- 97 Indian Orchard Italian F
110. TO art I) 88 w • AtaesftOJI 58 s
111* Boleslav I 90 pousn J
a
o
112. Award 0- 92 it «t TCHCr 73 s
1 84
•i •• fO B
114. Toddy I) 96 w n polish 74 F
115. Salter 106 m i* pollah 74 s
US. Toddy ¥ 110 « » polish 74 I
117. Steven 121 polish 74 8
113* Kitebell c 105 •» •» polish 74 F
119. Clares** c- M French 74 S
^frie 8 . nistriot riylsltm
Patriot 1 .'VET.bOT £ of hole
96 80.64
Polish ix&ool 12 10,08
mutt fitful 9 7,56
Ffcrroiag 3 Mi
*W* ,2 • Rationality Division
itiemlity meto* b of /hole
polish 60
frenefc,, 20,01
,, ,.
8 6^72
—if 8 ot~2
ISSjUSS 7 . •^
Saaslnn 2.52
itffi
1 go
soetch 1 f84
tortures* .84
1
1 »»«
n ,84
,84
96 3c0oes*ful Cases 82.4*
21 railed GM«
119 Total ^a3«s In claw 100.0JC
Classification I'ean
Saholaatlo AaMsvantent of vdwle olass 77.<j£
lnlelli?eaae quotient of anolc class
Ko. olass periods (80 ads* ) auoeesaful 40*9
So* olass periods (30 Rin*) Failures IM
icholsRtlc AoMeverent of Sueoessful 78.4
GcLolsstio s.ofcicTer^ct of Failures 70. 8
lntelll$r«noe juotiont of successful 96.8
intelligence uotient of Failure* 86.6
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Since the entire olass In the "th" defeat had 119 msnhsrs
and 98 of these were oared, 82.4* of the 119 oeses were cured;
and 21 oases, or 17,6/* vers felled on. The mean of the whole
class (77,0), showing that the failures tended to hare low
: oadoric flirt! Inn the sjsjtssjtt Mtfjsj of the
entire Glass, She poorest students were the sorest failures
in the "th* class, She failures had only a seen intelligence
Quotient of 35,6, while the successful mess in intelligence
(96.3) surpassed that of the whole class (96,0 )• She seen
of the class periods (30 minutes each) for the successful
oases was 40.9 or 1*6 lass periods than the failures whose
anus was 42.5. Among the failures, only one had an Intel-
ligence quotient over 100, and one other had a scholastic
aohlevsaent ebera c/.
wwtwim os? fmmi as mmmm nm %<%<m
1, these pupils who hare a lev scholastic achievement record
will he nest apt to require the nest attention, if the teacher
is to ho saoeessful in eliminating the defeatIts "th" frost
the speech,
2, Those pupils iriso hare low Intelligence Quotients are sere
apt to fail in this ork than those with higher intelligence
quotients. Bewersr, wren those sdth low intelligence say hare
the "th" defect removed,
3, hen wsrk is started with a lares group, about B&% suoosss
say he expected, with a rangs of lof, either way,
4, pupils may he dismissed as seen as they sen use the "th"
oorreotly. it is aaaesisnr; to hold them in the special class
after the «th« defect has been eliminated. The advantage of
this procedure lies In the greater time that my he devoted
to the sore stubborn pane 4.
5. teat of the pupils In the "th" olass will come of foreign
parentage, and are usually the first American generation,
Ifc* results proved so successful that It sea felt the
procedure *ould be of value to teachers In their own school
j
therefore, the next and last chapter Is offered.
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mi
She lesson plans which folio? say be as ad after the
subjects for the «th" class have been selected threut* the
procedure described for the reader In Chapter If and v. a
broad view of the mterial offered here was ivea. nth
the aid of these plans, it is felt by the writer that any
regular teacher say reach similar results to those found
in Chapter 71. The plans are constructed on a 36 day basis,
i. o. 38 lessons cosing once a week for a half-hoar* If
quicker resalts are desired, the plans any he used in a
single semester of 19 weeks
,
by devoting t*o ha If-hours a
week to the work* However, if the latter plan is followed,
these half-hour periods east have at least 48 hours sepa-
rating them, in order to give the pupils asple tie* for
practice*
x'
LttSGff U Objective:- To explain the ot^eotive of the class*
1* Show the relation of good speech to real life*
2* Explain that dismissal frost class is earned by
is^rovenent*
ASsignasBti - one.
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IM5GM 2. objective^ To shar the p raotl eel use of the class.
ft
1. Review lesson one.
2. 3Eplain that the pupils in the olass differ from
other pupils In speech only* ( do not create an
inferiority complex)
S. 3ive oral examples of hoe a person sounds «d th
substits tlorn for "th".
a. "those are the ones ifco think so,"
b. "their mother and father both go*"
c. "either one or the other threw it."
4. Add lnpreoptu to those.
Assigns****- Think about your own difficulty with "th".
1BSSOS 3. objectives- To teach how the "th" sound is aade.
1. plsesnent of the tongas between the teeth.
2. ^spelling of air ewer the tongue through the teeth.
3. Class drill on this.
4. Individual drill on this.
Assignments- Practice Baking the "th" sound.
LS3303 4. electivej- set the "fit" sound for the class.
l» Review Lessen 3.
2. Hare the paplls say the words "think" and "thin".
Assignments- practice raking the "th" sound and "think"
and "thin".
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1M&US 5. Cbjeotivat- To teach th» stubborn eases how to
sice the "th%
1* Review the asslgawsnt of reason 4 with the
class* and with each Individual pupil.
2. Bare the class produce the sound of *s%
3. Bnrs the class stick the ton °ue out so that
the tip pretrades estseen the teeth, and
the* sake the Ms" sound.
4. acplain that this Is now the nh« sound.
5. Class and individual trials on this.
Asslajnsatf Sri 11 on producing Hthn sound.
•ii o: 6, Objootiv«t* M set the "th" MHi for stubborn
1. Review lessen 6*
2. saeam a dlagra* of the head la profile form,
shewing the plaoenent of the tongue in *th*.
3. Have the pupils try to safes the "th" sound.
4. pass out notebooks to keep the class material.
Assignment!- Study the picture of the head with
the tongue in the «th" position.
LK330E 7. Objective,- to explain the voiced are* voiceless
"th", (OoraraJ* tho preface of sbster»s secondary
school Motiooery for the diatinetion)
1* Teach the voiced est voiceless "th* as gives
in .ebster.
2. Voiced »t»" aotmi ant voiced »efc" sards.
3. 7oioe2ess "th* sad voiceless "th" no ids.
Assignssnts- Bring is tea words with voiced or
veieeleae "th** words , showing the difference
threuf* the aartcings*
LESBOS 6. Objeativet- is teach the voiced and voiceless "th*
in the Kiddle and the sad of the words*
1. Voiced "th" in "isdtfcer*, "father", -leather',
"weather*, "either". Drill on thsss with the
class*
2. voiceless "th" in "athlete", "arithmetic",
"sjsfftthsr, "ether", "atheist". Drill on those
with the class.
3. Voiced "th" in "clothe", "breathe" , "seethe",
"oaths", "youths". Drill on these with the class.
4. Voiceless "th" in "worth", "both", "hath", "fourth",
"seventh". Drill on these with the class.
Asaigaswnts- Bring in ten words with "th" in the middle
and end, and Bark them voiced or voiceless.
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LS3SQ8 % Objectivoj- To set the TCleed and voiooloss >th*
It. the Kinds of the pap11*
!• Review lesson 7 £ 8.
2. Drill class on kith,
3. srill iaiividually on both "th" sounds.
Asslgnwnti- fraotloe tasking both "th" sounds for
three atSsjates daily.
&3SSCB 10. Objective*- fo teach the nonsense syllables.
1. jcplain that It Is the sound of the voiceless
»th" whioh is to be ussd in the nonsense syl-
lables* sat the long soand of every vowel*
2* 3ive the first two lines of the nonsense syl-
lables to the class,
tha the thi tho tlm
ath eth ith oth uth
3. Drill the class on these.
4. Brill individually on these*
&sBi*3inD»ti~ Praetsts; tlHi t«B Wm9 fj Msjsejassj
syllables*
ISSSQS IX. Objective,- so give the class the remitting non-
sense syllables of the sot.
1* Review the first two Unas as given in Lesson 10*
2. sire the remaining 5 lines for the class to copy,
athe athe athi atho athu
othm othe othi ethe ethu
itha ithe ithi itho itm
oths othe othi othe otfcu
atha uthe athi nth© uthu
3. Drill the class on the complete set of nonsense
syllables*
Assl&uasntt* Practice the complete set of nonsense
syllables.
LJSSGS 12. Objectivaj- To set the nonsense syllables for the class.
1. Review lesson U.
2. Brill the class on the nonsense syllables.
3. individual drill on the nonsense syllables.
4* Teach the relationship of nonsense syllables to
words, showing ttat words are constructed of then.
Isnip—Mi Bring in 10 «ords vrtth "th« showing
their spot in aonsenso syllable set.
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UBSCH 12. QDjeotivej- To teaoh the <thr" nonsense syllable
set,
1« show that sons words begin «t th "thr*.
2* &nr the posi tl on of the tongue as it n-ocs
from the "th" sound, back into the seutb
and earls upward for the «r* sound*
3. jive the nhr" set and let the class oopy It*
thra tire thri thro thru
athra athre athri athro athru
etisra ethre ethri ethre ©thru
ithra ithre ithri ithro ithru
othra cthre othri othro otbru
athra athre athri uthro athra
ASsigHBSafct* prlU on the first line of the <thr" set,
UBSON 14. objective*- 70 sat the "thr" sound*
1* Review lesson 13*
2* Drill the alas* oa the first line of the "thr"
nonsense set*
3* lndivlJual drill on the °thrn nonsense set*
Assigaautttt- Drill on the oor?oleta "thr" nonsense
set.
LS3SG8 IS. Objective:- to definitely set the nh* and the "thr%
I* rill the class ot both sots of nonssnse syllables.
2* IniiTldual drill on loth sets of nonsense syllables.
3. 'lass prsaotloe on the tarda , "threw", nthrow".
"three", "rtfrtfc", "birth".
Aeaigwront • - Thrill on hath sots of nonsense syllables.
15. ObJeetiTOi- <So interest the olasa in the "th" word
list, vdi«re "th" is at the Spinning of the words*
U Sire the word list and have the class eopy it.
the thiisbls three them
this thus* BMP HMi 1
that tfcinfc \ mm Thursday
mm thought threat throttle
those thirteen thrall thrash
mmpi thousand thrash thwart
fee** thresh third
thy thin throat thorough
t) m thick H mm Mi
v m theater thrift thrust
thOttf^l thatch thread thing
mim thaw throb these
thine theft thrice thug
therefore thief thrive thunder
2. Drill the olass on the Jords.
Asalgssasntt- practice the words in the list.
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SJBSCar 37, Objectives- ro set thB word list clearly in the
sdnds of the pupils*
1. Drill the class en the words.
2. individual drill en the word list.
Assigneestt-» «rlte the first 28 words in slaple
ssntenoes*
L®SOB 18. Cbjeotivet- Te pot the words into sentneees for
the class.
1* Bsre the pupils read their ori dial seateases.
2. construct a list of sentences fros theirs or
use these*
1. See hoy ant the girl .3©.
2* This is the one*
3* QKt is the way*
4* I will nt> then*
5* vre thos e the ones?
6* 3here it <rcee*
7, 'Hxey want you now*
8, It is thy will*
9, ihou are here*
10* X will five it thee.
11* 1 »o though not for long.
12* It Is more than 2 thou lit.
13. It is thine forever.
14* Ton do it, therefore you win.
15* ..nt the table on*
16* "is thus* hurt.
m17. 2 think so too.
18. You thoipht wrongly.
19* Bay thirtesn far na.
20. It was a thousand years ago.
21. i'e wish to thank you.
22. natch a thin one.
23. seek a thick layer.
24. neat ns at the theater.
25. ?ry to thaw oat here.
26. no not thatch the roof.
27. I*la theft waa discovered
88* A thief aas at work.
29. Take three from here.
30. Do set throw it out.
31* He threw it out.
32. | threat was cade.
33. He lived In the thrall of fury.
34. A aa thrashed his.
35. Thresh the sfesat.
36. Sargle year throat.
37. A king left his throne.
39. Thrift Is aa asset.
39. Use a thread to sew.
40. Soar heart sill throb.
41. Thrice he hit his.
42. it will thrive in the sun.
45. a thorn stack Into hir.
44. Bold the thone tigxtly.
45. He goes on sharsday.
46* Qpen the throttle to -o feet.
47. i thrufh slags nicely.
48. Thwart his plans.
49. It is the third da?.
50. Do a thorough job.
51* aire it to the*,
52. Ho thrust the ho©* at hisw
53. soil » a good thing,
54. \re these the ones?
55. a tfcog hit his hard.
56. blander sad rain started to come*
3. nave the class copy the sentences.
Assignrjentf Practice the sentenees sad the words.
USSOX 19. Objectivet- To d isKiss the corrected oases.
1. foot the pupils on the Teat sentences offered
in chapter 4.
1* I threw the hall throat the door.
2. Are these the ones?
3. ftaqr think that they will C*a
4. His aether went with him.
5. either one or the other will do it.
5. l*o not pat the thinhle on your thai*.
7. a thousand times the tbander struck.
8. in thirteen-thirty-three, they llaoovered
the path.
9. She teeth in Ms xaoath were «*iite, exaept
far one black tooth*
10. rhoir mother and father wait to both the
north and south poles.
2. Dismiss those who pass the test from the olass.
AssigBBentt- Practice the nonsense syllables, words
ana sentences*
LESSCS 20* As sans as lesson 19.
ISSSOB SI. objective! - To start worlc on *th* in the aiddie
SJBj «B| Of .-JOr&S*
2* Review the nonsense syllables*
2* live the word list and have the olass copy it.
mother earth rather northern
farther feather hither
brother seventh leather bath
south tenth heathen both
north either hearth toother
south birth with gather
teeth mirth width something
tooth Bj&th worth lathe
sooth neither worthy anything
fourth senthorn other tsJSMtpsjl
AsaigOKSBt;- r-Taotioo the word list*
LSSSCtS 22. objective!- To develop the -»ords with nh"
in the middle.
1« Drill the olass on the words.
2. 1*111 individuals on words.
AMi&umstf- Bring 1b sentences for the first
20 words of the list.
LB5S0H 23. Ob^eotivet- so pit the words Into sentences for
the class.
1* individuals read their original senteases.
2. Constract a list of sentences from theirs or
BBS these.
u His mother does it.
So yea see year father?
S* false your brother
4, It is south of hers.
6. Go to the north tenorrov.
6. His mouth was sore.
7. Be had clean teeth.
8, A dentist pulled his teeth.
9. SOOth the pain.
10. it Is on the fourth.
11. Our earth is round.
12. 30 farther than he does.
13. She seventh one wins.
14» OB the tenth day we go.
15. nltfeer yea or I shall go*
16* a birth was recorded.
17. They played sith Birth.
IS* -hat math to this?
19. Heither pMT] will 30.
20. It to southern hospitality*
21. Re wooH rather do it.
22. feathers an liefct.
23. Leather to ss shoes.
24. a heathen toes net 30 to church,
86m ito sat at the hearth.
26. so with hia*
27. She width is perfect.
28* hat is it worth?
29. Fake yearself worthy of hia.
30. Hhe other is correct.
81. See the northers lights.
32. Be wont hither.
33. Tales a hath tomorrow.
34* Both ran to hla.
36. Let us buy it to>-ether.
36* anther the boss*
37. something *mt he dons now.
36* finish it on the lathe.
39. Anything yon want to years*
. mm 1 l wmM Ml 1 * rtwfls
3* Bare the olass oopy the sea teases.
vssi^MBsntj- Drill oa the words sad the sentences.
UB80I **. Clijaotlve,- *a »et all "tfc" v»rds definitely.
1, Class drill on words and sentences.
2. Initrtlaal drill on wards and sentences,
mijaunty Practice on wards and sentences.
LSS308 25. objective,- so got all the "tL
rt words in natural
SB* MMh
1, class drill on sord lists and both sots of
nonsense syllables.
2. Croats ssRtsnoos with nony nh« wards.
Asslgttsests- Bring in 10 ssntaoees with "th« words.
L3330J? 26. Objeotive,- 2o got nany "to- words into sentences.
1, individual reading of original "th» sentences.
2. select 20 sontonoos from class or give the
following for the class to copy.
1# g» opened the throttle and soot through
the
thoroughfares.
2, ?i» seventh and tenth feathers are rather
pretty 1 thinlc.
a. Bis birth tiiis south in the oatuoiral
will
well be rosoBbored.
4. south and north they both travelled
together.
5» la a nonth, neither one nor the
other will
have a thing.
6, His sooth and throat were both sore
fro» his
tooth.
7. Any thins that be does tarns into something
that !a worthy.
8. O*oy threw that thing throng* those doors
to the others.
9. His mother, father, est brother, travelled
around ths world.
10. a thousand tises the thuntier struck ths
eathadrsl.
11» Pat the leather away for the third Tbure&ay.
12. With a thishls on his thumb, he thought
that he eooJd sew*
13. The lathe out it in ths thick and this pattern.
14. Thrust the thin? through these feathers and
than run.
15. This month is worth sonsthing to these who
think well*
16* Gather the* together to throw eat this entrance.
17. A thousand thanks were sent last month.
18* Thrice he tried the thread that other way.
19. Both took their bath without a though of the
results.
20. They fool that these are the ones worth
gathering.
Assignment!- frsotloo the sontssoes.
<4*
1BS0I W. Objeetivst- To get pupils ready to road "th«
words naturally and correctly.
1. *ch papil road five aantaaoaa.
2. class drill en eoao of theee sentenoes.
Asal^BBonti- Prepare a paragraph with oare on
*'th" words In a reading book.
UB9GB SO* Objective and lesson the sasa as lesson 27.
LSSSOE 29. Objectivoi- SO disatso those pupils who hare
oorrooted their dafoot.
1* »ro the pupils road tee prepared paragraph.
2. Hero the pupil reading veil read at si -ht.
3. Dl aides pupila if "th" words are correct.
Asslf9B»ent,- OrlU on nonaonso syllabise sad
earda. (both sets)
UESOH so. Objectivet- To sJS the stubborn eases.
1. individual work en nonsense syllables.
2. individnal sork on verds*
AssisBasent- - Seviea all sentencea.
LE3S0R 9U Objootlrex- To aid the stubborn eaaee.
1. individual worfc on eentenees.
jisalgsmstt- Eeview all noasoneo syllables sad
words, and sentences.
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133S0B 82. Objective!- so got the pupils to giro extenpore
talks*
1« "all ob a few pupils to civ© several sentences
on any subject*
2. criticise constructively t~» use of "th" words*
3. "all on volunteers for oral talks.
Assig&Bsnt t- Review all mmm* syllables and
words « and sentences*
USBQ8 88. objective*- ?© got the pupils to give extecpore
Repeat procedures of Lesson 52*
Assignment»- Prepare reading paragraph*.
hSSSm 34, objectives - fo dlsnsiss the corrected oases.
1. Have the pupils road the paragraphs.
2. Have those alio road soil read at sisht.
3. dismiss the corrected oases eh© road soil*
using *th* correctly.
Assigmwnti- Prill on nonsense syllables and sards.
LSJSGK 3S. Objective,- ?o aid the stubborn oases.
1* class drill on the nonsense syllables.
2* Class drill on the eord lists*
•ssi inti mtm M nfsts,
o. 36. n^nitWf* mi . Imsm nn m—
j
atsji nmbj
lm individual work on the santennae.
2. i'eat with Che feet uenteBses fa Lesson 19.
Assignment*- Review everything In the notebooks.
LIBSOI? 37. Object iva:- To 4 landsa the corrected oases.
1. lad ividua! totS: oa the nonseass syllables.
2. Individual ^ork en the wards.
3. individual work on the sent sices.
AssigDSWBiti- Review all in the notebooks*
OSJ MM OS EfltSM ..
BlBLIOflRAJPffiT
9m follo-dn - are all bodes*
Judson, lytaan s» and eaver , ndrwr «. "Basio Speech and vols* science"
College Typing Co. iadison, Jsonoain, 1933.
eat, Robert "Disorders of Speech ad voice''
Collage typing Co. ladiaon, Wisconsin, 1933.
arid -©a, jaws W. "Psychology normal ad Abnornal"
St Appleton and Co. new fork, 1930.
ksheidoass, Soma "Psychology of *orational Children"
B&nghton fcifflin and Co. Saw York, 1995,
Baabicheck, Letitia "iBproving toot Speech"
noble and liotlm 8«w York:, 1986.
Stinohfisld, Sara fi. "Speech Patholosgr*
-itpression Co. Boston, i&sa. , 1928.
Kobbina, Samel B. and StinohfSe2d. Sara & "lietienary of speech Tarn'*
repression Co. Boston, lass. , 1931.
SBCallough, sraoe a* and BirndnghaBs, Agnes ?. "Correcting Speeeh Defeats"
Charles sortbeer's sans wsw forte, 1926.
Frosehela, mil "^yoholoidcal slessents is Speech"
Btpreasion Co. Boston, Bass, , 1932.
Stinohfleld, Sara t. "psyoholocy of Speech"
irpression Co. Boston, f ass. , 1928.
Stinehfield, Sara "A Preliminary study in corrective speech"
Depression Co. Boston* las s. , 1920
5£ttJ*??£«f
B^jy*** DotGCtB la »*ol ChildrenHoa*hton liflin Co. New York, 1918.
Jw*ow», Mm T. And Cordto, asm jj, "Teacher's Book of phonetics'linn and Co. bow yoric, 1926. ra neweo
3*rd. Ida c. "Defect3 of speech"
& P. Button and Go. New Tortc, 1929.
^?,™^?^g^!tA.*n^«^at^m• SBdl#» "Speech draining for children"Centary Co. sow York, 1919.
4 H».t or -»tb «c*do. >;^U»W3" In order tviat ti* toacher
Saaciic^s *
_
tollyjej j^Ap*lo ;ykiJL*ftiU* 1221?
Mitrib er Frequency of Use
49 or ever 2- to 1000
29 to 4» l?i>r rt* -wo
1? to -io 5091 t* 3030
14~toT£ .'C?01
10 to a. -4001 ;,to jS!4*;.
9 '51'IS to HH
7 £048 to 6610
3 . GS1* tMor T262-
5 726." to T145
4 SUA to. 9i9Q
9 ttvr to lose©
209 that 49 threat
208 MM AC! thy
194 Ofcey 47 thirty
191 this threat
181 the* Thursday
177 their 3* thanier
157 thing 33 thoroa^h
149 threagh 30 theater
142 taase M thief
ISo three n thirst
124 tnllK 28 thorn
H thrust
tmrtecn
Qn fclinn milTf\J TOW I wune
an *viwito vfiiru 1
1
taenoe
21 IhaRks^ivlnfr
21 throng
20
o5 tat* H thmrib
33 think is thrive
58 toWB 18 thttfl
SB thanselres 17 thrill
57 therefore 16 thither
56 thin u thistle
12 throat
12 tbamp
12 thrash
12 thresh
12 threat
12 thoughtful
11 thaw
11 theory
10 thCKMMtsr
9 thlsfels
8 thsart
8 thrash
7 thrall
7 theft
6 thereafter
5 thrift
5 thzoh
4 thatch
8 theatrical
3 thoroughfare
2 throttle
theism
theology
thaosophy
thereto
thermostat
thesaurus
thorax
thcrwhjihred
thrice
"th" 1° the mlddl« or oad.
208 ^14fc 59 *hether
168 QfehttT 59 forth
116 another |f anything
115 both 59 rath*
114 fathor 57
109 EOthW 54 strsifrth
107 without 52 path
100 nothing 50 olothins
97 50 cloth*
03 north 49 health
87 brother 49 yputh
N •©nothing m omU
84 n
death 44 breath
•1 mm 44 Ireathe
78 length 42 wealth
77 3oath 43 faithful
70 *orth 42 leather
70 either •13 faith
H couth 40 farther
67 gather 27 birth
67 troth M
67 nMtai m
61 M
60 weotfeer 55 tooth
m tooth 11 athlete
authority 11 soothe
2? mam n southward
27 author ii
27 WHU ii Both
r heth 11 quoth
27 10 Gothic
27 otherwise 10 loathe
m depth 10 riNnii
24 blaotosdth 9 wroth
24 hither 9 betrothal
22 hearth 8 allinilii
21 wrath 8 withhold
21 tWlMi
a7 northeast
20 mirth 7 southeast
sys?athy 7 filth
19 Wither 6 girth
17 overthrew
1 JUTS wXBOfclC
16
a ITMXVi]
16 hath 6 dearth
16 latfcew 6 —othor
15 eathodr&l 6 seethe
II Catholio 1 Hi
13 haath 5 hroth
12 tooth 5 writhe
12 northwaet | farthing
12 southwest 5 drouth
5 swarthy atheism
5 tithe bloodthirsty
5 troth aesthetic
5 truthful ethical
4 lathe ether
4 pathetic epithet
4 tester diphtheria
s Lethodist lather
3 northward lithe
lithograph
menthol
myth
scathe
swathe
orthodox
panther
pathology
rhythm
The most frequently used words have the largest nusfcer f
and those without a number are used least in frequency.
Graduate Cotamittee


